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CHINESE IMMIGRATION-continued.

A SSIMILA TION-continued.
BRIGGs, A. R.

do not tend to homogeneity, 9.
CAMPBELL, A.

the community would be better if the people were homogeneou,
322.

CARET, J. W.
a non-assimilating race, 46.

CLARKE, 11. K. W.
a separate, distinct, unamalgamating people, only because of

factiti.us circumstances, 317.
heterogeneity useful to a people, 318.
nothing to prevent Chinese mixing, 318.

CREASE, HON. MR. JUSTICE.
cannot assimilate with the Anglo-Saxon race nor is it desirable,

145.
CROCKER, C.

a homogeneous population is better than heterogeneous, 316.
DAvIE, HoN. A. E. B.

cannot assimilate, a foreign element, 52.
DoUGLAs, C. D.

they could not amalgamate with the white race, 338.
DWiNELLE, J. W.

they are not capable of assimilating, 355.
GIBsos, REv. OTIs.

they do not amalgate, 38.
their assimilating more slowly than other immigrants an objec-

tion, 274.
HAIGHT, H. H.

negroes of California more assimilable than Chinese, 239.
HASTINGS, S. C.

the educated Chinaman adverse to it, 304.
HUANG TsUN HsIEN.

why they do not readily assimilate explained, 41.
KING, C. H.

they cannot assimilate, 235.
~LAKE, D.

cannot properly assimilate and amalgamate with the whites, 34.
Low, F. F.

a people who cannot assimilate a disadvantage, 183.
a different civilization, 185.

STOT, A. B.
cannot directly assimilate with our people, 312.

SWIFT, J. F.
an alien element a disadvantage, 338.
cannot assimilate, 339.

TINDAL, J.
cannot assimilate, 121.

TUCKFIELD, MR.
a non-assimilating race, 66.

WHEELER, E. D.
never will assimilate with our population; that has been decided

in the course of a quarter of a century, 347.
CHALRACT'ER :

See Crime, Criminale, &c.
ADAIR, W. B.

do not burden white charities, 113.
with few exceptions, sober, economical and law-abiding, 113.
respect their engagements, 113.

ANTHONY, G. W.
Chinese equal to Japanese in business capacity, habits, etc., 336.
the Japanese more progressive, 336.

ARMSTRONG, W. J.
taken into hospitals same as white men, 116.
lazy, 117.
do not interfere with whites, save in the Ield of labor, 117.
not iniurious to the public peace or health, 117.

BAINBRIDGE, A.
they haVe great reverence for their queues, 224.
do not send much money out of the country, 224.

BEALS. H. C.
merchants are gentlemanly in their intercourse with white people,307.
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